
Tour Time
Tuesday August 22nd – We wanted to show my brother and his
family some San Juan sights, so we left our Roche Harbor slip
and  cruised  over  to  Stewart  Island’s  Reid  Harbor.  After
getting anchored in the bay we lowered the dinghy and piled
in. Todd and Tami cruised over in their dinghy and we all made
our way to shore for a hike. We had a great hike to the old
schoolhouse and back down to the beach stopping at the famous
homemade swing tied to a tree branch. Rogue did especially
well on the hike. Every few minutes he would complain he was
tired but just kept going strong!

Leaving Stewart, we took the long way back through Mosquito
Pass  but  not  before  stopping  in  Open  Bay  to  try  without
success for a salmon. Back in our slip at Roche we cooked up
the remaining crab and had a feast! At 6pm Skylar’s friend
Johnny caught the Kenmore Air flight back to Seattle. We all
said our goodbyes and watched him take off. The rest of the
evening was spent with all of us relaxing and cooking dinner
on Todd’s boat. A fun evening filled with great food, too much
to drink and lots of laughs.

Wednesday August 23rd – We woke up and took Ava and Hannah on
a fun dinghy ride through the harbor. David, Celeste and Rogue
all came down from their hotel room and we all went to Madrona
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for late lunch. The kids had fun playing in the grass then at
3pm they flew back home on Kenmore.

It was great spending time with family especially after recent
events and Julie and I loved getting to know the kids better.
Such nice kids and it was fun showing them a part of the world
they don’t typically get to experience. RIP Jeff Morris.

Shuttle to the island

Ready for a hike!
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Lots of crab!

Jonny on his way home
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The kids waiting for the
seaplane
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Morris family on their way
home
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